1. Welcome! state and federal updates-Mandy
   - Been in contact with KDADS. Can watch updates from local government online. Working to get a more definitive definition of congregate setting (under ten people), from KDADS. PPP has gotten more money. Anchor is attempting to get additional money from the CARES act.

2. Opening of day and residential providers-Jeremy
   - TCM integral part of team.

3. Covid-19 disability form-Debby
   - Input from Erin & Joanna

4. Addendums-Mandy

5. TCM dialogues: What is working? What could improve?-Mandy, Debby and Jeremy

6. Crisis Requests-Jeremy
   - Challenges with state approval. More information the better. SED Waivers creating barriers.

7. Masks/Fabric-Debby
   - Fabric has been donated. Many masks have been donated.

8. Questions?
   - Collaborating with Mental Health.
   - Brainstorming ways to connect to individuals digitally and through Social Distancing.
   - MCO involvement with technology assistance